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Foreword 
The AWPR is open, nearly all of it. The old Aberdeen bypass, the B979 from Stonehaven to 
Craibstone and beyond, will be a quiet country route, we hope. And the Bridge of Dee will be a bit 
less congested and somewhat safer to cross on a bike, we hope..... However, your editor 
remembers that in one of the early Cycle Clips he mentioned that the number of vehicles on British 
roads was 22 million. That number has grown to 38 Million over 15 years! How do you cope with 
such growth? Building more roads, whilst all other roads are crumbling? 
(Can’t for the life me see why the Road couldn’t have been open for cycling for a Saturday in 
October, November or even December? Those people in charge were just mean spoilsports. 
Scrooges who have never been on a bike).  
 
Nigel Taylor 
Very suddenly and tragically club member Nigel Taylor died while out on his bike recently. 
Nigel completed some challenging long distance rides including the Way of the Roses, Land’s End 
to John o’Groats and, the longest one, Dover to Cape Wrath. He raised a significant amount of 
money towards the provision of robotics in Scottish hospitals for the treatment of prostate cancer. 
We remember him as a good friend during many long rides.  
 

 
Photo of Nigel with heavily laden bike during his LeJoG Ride. 
 
 
 
 



An Old Inner Tube ..... 
Some years ago, Gordon challenged us to find “101 uses of an old inner tube”. I don’t 
remember if he (and we) ever got to the 101. But here is number 102:... Sam P. has just informed 
the editor that there is now an option to recycle inner tubes at Edinburgh bikes. Look at the 
website where the inner tubes are made into 
handbags! https://www.edinburghbicycle.com/info/inner-tube-recycling/ 
 

 
This is how you recycle old chains. Thanks for the photo, don’t know who sent it. 
 

https://www.edinburghbicycle.com/info/inner-tube-recycling/


Ploggers and Priders 
A new word has entered the dictionary: Plogging. It means jogging whilst picking up rubbish. 
Ploggers are becoming more numerous. Some of us are Priders: Cyclists who pick up rubbish 
whilst out on a bike. Another new word!  
 

 
The Singing Tree. (Photo Sam P.) 
Somewhere along the Deeside Way, not far from the spot in the photo, there is a tree where in the 
autumn an assembly of starlings gather to have a sing-song before they settle for the night. To 
their ears this must be beautiful but to us it sounds like screeching. The noise can be deafening. 
 

  
 
CTC Winged Wheels on Insch Station Hotel and on Huntly Hotel. (thank you Bill S.) 
 
 
Drivers are an average of 4 kilograms heavier than cyclists. 
 



 
Touring bike for sale at £300.00  
26 inch steel frame touring bike which was hand built in 1989 by Charles Ralph of 
ALVES Framesets and comprises 700 alloy wheels with Mavic rims and Sora quick 
release hubs, a triple chain set, 2 bottle cages and an essential pump and was 
resprayed in 2011 by Argos Racing in Bristol and is still in very good condition. 
This bike would suit someone 5'9" and above 
If interested please contact Cindy by phone at 01224 310719. 
 

 
 

 

FREEBIES ! 
John C. enumerated to us the number of 
freebies you can get from the City 
Council: reflective arm bands, leg bands, 
water bottles, ruck sack covers, bicycle 
bells, front lights, rear lights, tabards..... 
 
Roads safe to ride on is not too much 
to ask in a developed country. 
Headline in a Times Editorial. Couldn’t 
have said it better. 
 
A City for Pedestrians 
Under the banner: A City for Pedestrians, 
Glasgow plans to improve transport links. 
Priority will be given to pedestrians, 
followed by cyclists, public transport, taxis 
and pool cars. What! No private cars! 
Aberdeen city is always discussing city 
plans. Will they be as farsighted? 



 
An unexpected Thank-You 
Whilst cycling uphill on the steepest bits of Forest Road near the Atholl Hotel, your editor was 
surprised to hear a woman, pushing her baby buggy uphill, saying “Thank You for Cycling”. 
Never heard anything like it. I should have stopped to say Thank You! But I don’t stop halfway up 
a hill because I wouldn’t get on my bike again. That thank-you encourages me to do some more 
town cycling. 
(People living on steep hills are subjected to more exhaust fumes than others on flat roads). 
 

 
What is a RADAR PADLOCK, for which you need a RADAR key? 

 
“High-viz may increase risk of collision”. The Times 26/11/17 
A study of 76 accidents by academics at Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust  found 'no 
evidence' that those who wore reflective clothing 'were at reduced risk'. Instead it found 'increased 
odds of a collision’ among cyclists in reflective clothing. It suggested that cyclists wearing safety 
clothing 'may have adopted more exposed road positions, in the belief that they were relatively 
conspicuous'.  
However,  
"A Danish study of 6,793 cyclists found 47% fewer accidents if a bright yellow jacket was worn" .  
Your editor trusts the Danish numbers and is of the opinion that especially in Scotland it is wise to 
wear some conspicuous item of clothing which will give drivers a chance to see you.  
 
Runs Reports (thanks to Sheila) 
• Try Cycling – 2 electric bikes in the group. 
• As part of the nature observations we saw 11 common seals and 2 herons at the Bridge of Don 
• Morning Ride leader asked participants to comment on pace of ride: “just right”, “good pace”, “too 
fast”, “accept the leaders pace”, “keep stopping at checkpoints to regroup”...... 
The editor is just curious to know what were the answers to these questions ?!? 
 
 
 
 



 
On 11 November at 11:00, one hundred years after the Armistice, eight Try Cyclists stopped for 
two minutes silence on the Coast Road near the new harbour. We looked out over the serried 
ranks of acropods reminding us of the serried ranks of war graves in Europe. Photo Gerard.  
 

 

 
 
 
Isn’t that helpful, a bicycle pump next to the Cycle 
Path!! You don’t even have to exert yourself, it is a 
compressed air pump. 
Would be useful on the Deeside Way or the 
Buchan Formartine Line. Or even the Westhill 
Path..... Or on Union Street? 
 
photo Mike N., taken in Holland  
 
 

 
The 2-second rule. 
Experienced drivers will know that the 2-
second rule is the best way to avoid shunts. 
Always stay two seconds away from the car 
in front of you. This rule applies whether you 
are driving at 70 mph or at 10 mph. 
The question arises, what is the best way to 
avoid shunts with a cyclist in front of you? If 
we were to apply the 2-second rule, we 
would be about ten metres apart, and lose 
the great advantage of slipstreaming. Any 
suggestions how to avoid shunts, please 
send to the Editor. 
 
The 10-second Rule and Moans 
CTC Grampian is to introduce a 10-second 
rule: when riders feel called upon to moan, 
they must count ten seconds, very slowly, 
before they utter that moan. This rule applies 
to all classes of moans: speed, distance, tea, 
scones, leaders, cyclists, drivers, hills, coffee, 
road surface., too many people... The only 
moans permitted are about the weather. 
 

 

1. Heaven is that way , my son. Sent in by Ally B. 
2. Let me show you the path of righteousness. 
More readers' suggestions are invited.  



  

 
This is a morally uplifting encouragement “Share with Care” or “Rhannwch gyda gofal”. Photo sent 
in by Mike N. We propose that this slogan should be adopted here on the ex-railway lines! 
Walkers and cyclists can do with some moral uplifting. “Share with Care” should be translated by 
the natives into Doric. 
 

 
A rather obvious warning. Should be installed for safety on every mile on every road. 



 
OIL !! 
In the olden days, cyclists referred to road vehicles as “oil”. Those among us who like to stick to 
traditions, still raise the alarm by shouting Oil. If it is a car, they shout “Oil” and if it is a lorry the 
warning shout will be “Big Oil”. (Editor's note: most people now shout CAR! Is it always really 
necessary? You can hear them a mile off).  

 
Spotted by Eva D. 
 
Correction 
In the October Cycle Clips it was reported that the cyclist George Kirkbride, Grampian Director of 
Roads, made the first proposal for the AWPR in 1956!! 
It has been brought to the editor's attention that can’t be true. He would have been too young to be 
a Director in his twenties. At the time he was just a road engineer. Our apologies for the error. 
 
The next issue of Cycle Clips will be published in April 2019. Any comments and 
contributions to Gerard by 15 March at 01224 734799 or to gerardvlaar@yahoo.com 

mailto:gerardvlaar@yahoo.com

